1. REFERENCE ADM STUMP'S MEETING PRESIDENT AND MADAME CHIANG IT APPEARS NOW IS THE TIME TO ARRANGE INFORMAL DISCUSSION TO RESOLVE PROBLEMS. REQUEST ADVICE OF AND AMB AS TO HOW THIS CAN BE ACHIEVED. HQS THINKING THAT COULD MEET WITH CCK AND REFERENCE ADM STUMP'S DISCUSSION WITH PRESIDENT TO SET UP MEETING BY REPRESENTATIVE WHO EMPOWERED TO REPRESENT WASHINGTON AND NEGOTIATE AGREEMENT ON PROBLEMS. THIS REPRESENTATIVE SHOULD BE IN POSITION TO ENSURE THAT AGREEMENTS REACHED WOULD BE IMPLEMENTED.

2. PLEASE ADVISE YOUR OPINION WHETHER OR EMBASSY MEMBER COULD FILL THE ROLE OF NEGOTIATOR OR WHETHER HQS REPRESENTATIVE WOULD BE MORE APPROPRIATE. IF THE LATTER, HQS CONSIDERS AS LOGICAL NEGOTIATOR IF CCK FULLY AGREEABLE THIS TYPE ARRANGEMENT. IF, HOWEVER, CCK RELUCTANT AND APPEARS UNWILLING TO MAKE ARRANGEMENT OR NEGOTIATE, HQS CONSIDERING TO INFLUENCE CCK NEED FOR THIS TYPE NEGOTIATION. IN REGARD TO THE ABOVE HQS FEELS THAT THIS TYPE NEGOTIATION
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IMPERSATIVE TO SETTLEMENT OF TAX PROBLEM BEFORE TAX RECORDS ARE OPENED AND TAX BUREAU TAKES ANY TYPE OF UNILATERAL ACTION. PLEASE ADVISE ASAP.
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